
Sample Weekly Experiences Schedule 1 November – 31 March every year  
 

 
All prices include Fiji Government Taxes. Schedule and rates are subject to change.   

* Not included in Ultimate Experience upgrade (now discontinued) 
 ** There are more than 20 beautiful reefs to explore so our captain will choose the best sites on the day but let 

them know which sites you’ve already visited if you’re doing the snorkel more than once! 
Any of the regularly scheduled experiences are available on a private basis (one villa), for a 25% premium 

above the regular price and subject to boat/captain/guide availability. Please enquire the day before when 
we will know boat availability.  

 
 

Below is our sample weekly schedule, however we welcome your special requests to 
ensure you can experience everything you desire during your stay 

 

Monday  

Rainbow Reef Snorkel Tour (two different reefs**) and packed picnic lunch on the beach 
at Waitatavi Bay, see blackboard for time, FJD$198 per person 

Chef’s Cooking Demo, 6.30pm at the Bar, complimentary 

 

Tuesday 

Taveuni Insider including Bouma Waterfalls or Lavena Coastal Walk, full day trip, FJD$364 
per person 

Nukuni & Sau Bay Snorkel Tour (these are the reefs surrounding the peninsula of the 
resort), see blackboard for time, FJD$54 per person 

 

Wednesday 

Rainbow Reef Snorkel Tour (two different reefs**), see blackboard for time, FJD$198 per 
person 

Vunikura Village Visit and Fijian Meke, 2.30pm-4.30pm, complimentary 

 

Thursday 

Kioa Island Snorkel Tour (approx. 15 mins from resort) and packed lunch on the beach on 
Kioa Island, see blackboard for time, FJD$156 per person 

Night Snorkel on the house reef, after sunset (6pm in Winter, 7pm in Summer). FJD$73 per 
person 
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Friday 

Taveuni Insider including Bouma Waterfalls or Lavena Coastal Walk, full day trip, FJD$364 
per person 

Coconut Pina Colada Show, 6.30-7pm, complimentary 

 

Saturday 

Rainbow Reef Snorkel Tour (two different reefs**) and packed picnic lunch on the beach 
at Waitatavi Bay, see blackboard for time, FJD$198 per person 

Volleyball with the Remote team, 4pm-5pm, complimentary 

 

Sunday  

Kioa Island Snorkel Tour (Black Magic and Liz’s Reef), see blackboard for time, FJD$95 
per person 

Guided Hike to the peak and Mangrove Kayak in Naiqaiqai bay, High tide (see 
blackboard for time), FJD$52 per person 
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Experiences available on a request basis, subject to boat 
availability* 

Castaway Beach Picnic, approx. 2.5 hours, FJD$250 per villa 

Nukuni & Sau Bay Boat Snorkel Tour (these are the reefs surrounding the peninsula of the 
resort, this is a great option for those who don’t like to swim a long way from the 

jetty/pier) FJD$54 per person. 

Learn to snorkel on the House Reef with a guide, complimentary 

Deep-sea Fishing Charter, 3-5 hours, FJD$780 per villa 

Discover Scuba, 3-4 hours, FJD$290 per person 

Certified Diving, Night Diving and Dive Courses (see full menu in compendium or online) 

Renewal of Vows Celebration, FJD$520 per couple 


